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Instructions:
1.) The total time you get is two hours.
2.) A quest that you completely finish, will grant you a bonus worth of 20% of the points scored 

(except in the quest DETENTION IN PRINCIPAL’S OFFICE).
3.) Please specify your name and contacts as asked in the blanks below. They will be relevant to 

contacting you in case the Galaxy is saved from the Doge.
4.) This is the most important instruction: Please enjoy and have fun!

In a deserted planet far farther than that galaxy far far away, a fatherless you stood alone in your 
solace, staring at these old dusty artifacts, so fragile but yet so...eerily alluring. Some “paper” and “ink”
material your uncle had mentioned, an object of the past : these collection of leaflets full 
of...mysterious symbols. You’ve always felt “close” to these as if some fateful prophecy binds you to 
them. “Coh..nun...Sheikh...spare?” You hear some faint words almost as if these artifacts want to tell 
you something.
“No little one, it’s not the books, it’s you.”
“Who are yo- Obi Word Kenobi?”
“Yes, short one. And I know you too. You are Hairy Skywalker and yer a english speaker, Hairy.”
“An english speaker? Isn’t that just an urban myth? “
“No Hairy, it’s as real as the air you breathe, as the thoughts you think, as the words you speak. Oh 
Wait! It IS the words you speak! English, oedipus, you do speak it!”
“Oh! But what is it?”
“English is an energy field created by all living things. It surrounds us and penetrates us. It binds the 
galaxy together. At least it used to. Till the Doge took over. The Doge, Hairy, is everywhere. It’s the 
dark side of language.”
“And what is that?”
“We should have seen ‘em coming. The chat language, the swagsters and YOLOers, the damned 
Snapchatters, Hairy! These were the dark arts that slowly eroded the language in the galaxy, 
something the Ministry of English could not combat. With the era of smartphones, it got even easier 
for He-Who-Must-Be-Named to take down English and thus, the doge rose. Now everywhere you go, 
it’s Such Deep. Much Lulzz. The Empire itself is Very Politics, Such leader...Shucks, I must not give 
in. I must be strong...Anyway Hairy, all was lost till I found you today. We are the last of our kind.”
“....hm...It all makes perfect sense! But who is this He-who-must-be-named?”
“Oh him? That’s Parth Vaidehr! And we, along with the rebel alliance must fight him! Your mission, 
should you choose to accept it, is to defeat the DogeLords and then Parth Vaidehr himself, before 
they implement the word games, the weapon which can destroy all english in the galaxy.”
“Cool Bro. But am I to do it alone?”
“No Hairy. You and a team of two rebels, an astromech droid called RddD and a famous british 
actress, model and activist, Emma Watson, will set a journey across the Universe to defeat the dark 
side and bring light to all the words. You, Hairy, are our only hope.”
A higher Uniformity norm forces your dialogues to appear left-aligned:

“ Me                                             (_____________________________________),
RddD                                           (_____________________________________),
and Emma Watson                      (_____________________________________),
under the Team name                 (_____________________________________),
with the relevant phone no. as     (_____________________________________),
from the College                           (_____________________________________),

will indeed save the Universe!”  
“Oh BTW Hairy, as you defeat Parth Vaidehr’s DogeLords and minions, you gain Bounties. And more 
the Bounties, more bountiful the Light will be upon you. In the end it’s all a game, Hairy, you don’t gotta 
play to win, you gotta win to play!”
“But that doesn’t make sen-”
“Goodbye, Hairy.”
“But wait it doe-”
“May the Grammar be with you.”



UCH PRIZUN. VERY PIRAAMID.           (½ Bounty per blank)

Your team suddenly finds itself on the first planet of your long long (almost double) quest. You look 
around, without a clue as to what to do. RddD claims that his conformal Riemann sphere points 
towards north and that is the way to go but your spidey sense points you to the dark horizon towards 
the South. You choose to set towards south (because let’s accept it, you trust random voices in your 
head over RddD’s opinion anyday!) and a few minutes later, you come across the Prizun Piraamid, 
the first DogeLord. Like the name suggests, Prizun Piraamid has captured many rebel forces inside 
itself and is siphoning away their grammar slowly and steadily. The only way to help the prisoners 
break out is to solve the following pyramids (Half a Bounty for each prisoner!). 
If your team is able to accomplish this job, it will be a major blow to the Empire, probably the first time 
it’s getting action in recent times and a very important victory for the Rebel Alliance! All the very best!

Each layer on the pyramid comes from the letters of the previous layer, plus or minus one letter.
eg:
e mc^2
r e iteration
r y e Catcher in the _____

_ -
_ _ cute alien
_ _ _ Fang, Scamper, K-9, Snowy
_ _ _ _ cassette
_ _ _ _ _ part of the corolla
_ _ _ _ _ _ rice and wheat
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ a bandage or gypsum
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ people who scatter seeds and help them grow
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ three winged flying machines
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ overlap
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ Picasso, da Vinci, Michelangelo
_ _ _ _ _ _ contains cones and rods
_ _ _ _ _ to prepare and practice for an event
_ _ _ _ long and angry speech
_ _ _ pale shade of brown
_ _ sodium
_ North
_ _             fashionable?
_ _ _      bobby ____, safety _____, push ______
_ _ _ _ your top does this
_ _ _ _ _             has both Atlantic and Mediterranean coastlines
_ _ _ _ _ _         you’ll have to go to the hospital if you have this
_ _ _ _ _ _ _    miser
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ indigenous weapon attack
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _      you can do this to thermoplastics, and not to thermosetting
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ distortion caused by a tangential force)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ almost close
_ _ _ _ _ _       atheists don’t get the point of these
_ _ _ _ _ Do this with your mouth after eating onions. Please.
_ _ _ _ confused sire wakes up
_ _ _      vexation
_ _ beheaded 3.14
_ a real constant
_ _ seen with edd and eddy
_ _ _ #FF0000
_ _ _ _ have horns
_ _ _ _ _ are present in most woodwind musical instruments
_ _ _ _ _ _     recycled, reduced and _______
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ read through thoroughly
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ kindly solve the pyramid
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _       someone who does the above a lot
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ something that would lay something over some area
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ a violent poker



_ _ _ _ _ _          someone who forgives
_ _ _ _ _  to make a computer read it
_ _ _ _ when you do it without consent
_ _ _         a redundant, imitating gorilla
_ _       a headless, redundant, imitating gorilla
_     3.14’s head

PUNNY DEATH   (3 Bounties per question)

You wake up to see a shabby black dog sleeping besides you. Why is a shabby black dog sleeping 
besides you? This shabby black dog does seem familiar though but you have no idea (because the 
narrators were too lazy to write a good back story). Anyway, you get out of bed and exit the room, to 
realise you are on the Dog Star and are surrounded by the SIRIUS SLUG MAFIA (!!), Research 
Apprentices of the second DogeLord. Don’t take them lightly, for they are indeed serious opponents 
with their shells being impenetrable by even the most potent canons known. But they sure do have 
one weakness: Puns!
These slugs have not evolved to be intelligent enough to understand puns (Yes, they are that slow). 
This one time, a slug was told, ‘Hey, do weightless Catholics in space have mass?’, and the slug went
into coma, along with getting a double kidney failure (they have thirty three kidneys, don’t worry).

Complete the following puns to fight against the Sirius Slug Mafia. 
e.g.: Einstein developed a theory about space, and it was about time too. (Should have happened 
long ago)

1. A bicycle cannot stand on its own because it is  ________ ( very low on energy)
2. Yesterday I accidentally swallowed some food colouring. The doctor says I'm OK, but I feel 

like I've ____ a little inside. (become dead)
3. To write with a broken pencil is _______ . (frugal)
4. I'm glad I know sign language, it's pretty _____. (convenient to use)
5. Show me a piano falling down on a school and I'll show you  ______. (a musical chord)
6. What did the grape say when it got stepped on? Nothing - but it let out a little _____. (cry)
7. What is the difference between a nicely dressed man on a tricycle and a poorly dressed man 

on a bicycle? ______. (clothing)
8. There was once a cross-eyed teacher who couldn't control his _____ . (students)
9. When the cannibal showed up late to the luncheon, they gave him the ____ ____ ( ignore 

gesture )
10. It was an emotional wedding. Even the cake was in _____. (layers)
11. Two hats were hanging on a hat rack in the hallway. One hat says to the other, 'You stay here,

I'll go on ________.’ (forward)
12. An elevator makes ghosts happy because it ____ the spirit. (causes to be happy)
13. So what if I don't know what apocalypse means!? It's not ____________! (a big deal)
14. It's not that the man did not know how to juggle, he just didn’t have________ to do it. 

(courage)
15. Claustrophobic people are more productive thinking __________. (creatively)

ALL FABET PERVERSION                                                                          (2 Bounties per question)

You have now (hopefully) overcome two major contests and you can already feel different: the English
flows strongly through you. While RddD is too busy not being useful (you are not surprised), Emma 
reminds you that your final aim to prevent the Word Games from being started, and that in order to do 
that you must gain some information about it somehow! Now where would you find some information 
about word games? 
Enters very conveniently: an all-knowing, omnipresent, much smart, pan-dimensional being from a 
very-extinct race known as the “All Fabet” - ProHors. 
“Ah Hairy and Emma, looking for some information about the Word Games, are we?”
“Yes Lord ProHors!”
“Well...I can, say, accidently leak the only weakness in an otherwise impenetrable Word Games. But 
what will you be able to give me in return?”
You look at Emma urgently and she nods in understanding. She then tries to use her womanly charm 
on the All Fabet.
Having foreseen Emma’s intentions, All-knowing ever-present ProHors exlaims “Cheap tricks, huh? 
Not gonna work. Let me give you a hint about what I truly want, which is just a simple thing:



A pangram is a grammatically correct sentence that contains all the alphabets. Complete the following
pangrams in a meaningful way.”
eg: The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.

1. A quick __________ of the enemy will jeopardize six gunboats.
2. Just keep _________ every low bid quoted for zinc etchings.
3. West quickly gave Bert ________ prizes for six juicy plums.
4. Fred __________ in the job of making very quaint wax toys.
5. The five boxing _______ jump quickly.
6. ___________ would fix Quaker objectives.
7. Playing jazz vibe chords quickly ___________ my wife.
8. My ___________ picks up quartz and valuable onyx jewels.

DHIC-SHAWN-ARIES   (3 Bounties if correct, -3 if incorrect, 0 otherwise)

Guided by the All-Being ProHors (He is also a part-time hitchhiker), you reach a planet much close to 
the Word Games. A forbidden passage away to your final destination. So close. But alas, only if life 
were so easy! A wild three-headed Siamese appears! His name is Dhic-Shawn-Aries and he also 
happens to be the very second DogeLord. He uses Such Confuse! It is super effective.
RddD faints!
In order to defeat Dhic-Shawn-Aries, tackle his confuse attack by solving the following array and 
ending his tyranny for good.

Mark the following as “Correct” or “Incorrect” to indicate whether they are in a standard English 
dictionary or not.

1. ginormous
2. xenolexica
3. dord
4. slickery
5. chillax
6. functionable
7. spatulate
8. madeupical
9. confuzzled
10. nudenda
11. ultracrepidarianism
12. phonecrastinate

IRRELEVANT TITLE!                             (3 Bounties per question)

That was easy, eh? Onto the next step, into the forbidden passage, sir! And it is NOT what you 
expected. What did you expect? It doesn’t matter because it is not that! (Zero Bounties for finding the 
Logical Fallacy.) Because you are now in a giant kidney! Where you meet a stone! And not just an 
ordinary stone in a giant kidney! Because this stone has a...PORTABLE DISCO BALL!
Emma, in her infinite wisdom, realises what is next! A DANCE OFF!
And to everyone’s horror, that is exactly what the stone carrying a portable disco ball does! A 
Challenge to a Dance off!
“Hey but, it’s just a stone right? I mean how do you lose to a stone!? In a dance off?!”
Oh how you regretted those words later.
The winner of the Dance off gets to go directly to the Antaragni Word Games Finals where you’ll be 
able to successfully fend off Parth Vaidehr. And the loser? Ohh well well, the loser has to do a second 
standard grammar exercise.
“A direct way to the Finals! This just keeps getting better, right!?”
Sure, it got so so so better.
The stone flattens you (for the sake of narration, of course).
So as per the rules, the loser, that is you, gets to do the following exercise.



For each of the following sentences, the hint in the bracket will point to a word, that when split into 
parts, will be able to fill the blanks and make it a grammatically correct and syntactically valid 
sentence.
eg: King Xerxes deployed all the force he could in order to rein over Sparta. (strengthen)

1. A _____ of hounds chased the herd, and caught the deer of least _____. (parcel)
2. When in South Africa, Gandhi started to ________ his thoughts and focus on the politics of 

the ______. (phenomenon of periodic change)
3. Mr. Gupta and Mrs. Gupta _______ that they should give Raj more time to pay the ______ .

(happening at the same time)
4. Mom and dad ______ chicken to ______ meat. (liked better)
5. Having been fired at with an _____ cannon, Spock ordered the crew to ______  mission! 

(termination)
6. The scientists studying the mutation _______ of drosophila ______ performed rigorous 

experiments in the fly lab. (age group)
7. Joanne slapped Jack’s ______ when he said he was too tired and needed to _______. (take 

to jail again)
8. When he went to ______, he asked Yama for forgiveness. “You _____ the rules. You get what

you deserve,” said Yama. (determined)
9. She told him to stop reading his book while walking on the road. “You might ______ into a 

pothole while turning a ______” (an economic term for process of subsiding)
10. The civil war re-enactment hobbyist gathered her _______ to help in the recreation of the 

_____. (female hostel in charge)
11. The drunkard went to the _____ and turned the tables upside down in a _____. (a dam)
12. She just knew that her ______ was cancerous when it began to ______. (sexually abusing)
13. The residents of the resort we asked to keep ____ the place as the ____ was too thin. (work 

place)
14. They all go to the ______ on the weekend to dance and to get _____ drunk. (finding 

something)
15. His lawyer was not ____ whether the _____ that he had filed was entirely constitutional. (a 

sensation)

DETENTION IN PRINCIPAL’S OFFICE 

Lost in the echo of your defeat and in general, the humongous maze inside the kidney, you wander 
with all hope gone. And like everything that has happened to you for the past few moments, 
conveniently, enters one of the best guides of the Universe/ known candy critic/ someone with trust 
and grammar issues: Jedi-Wizard-Head-Master Dumble-oda!

Dumble-oda : Inside the Forbidden maze, even after 12 o’clock? Restricted, that is! But Chosen one, 
you are! So to Gryffindor, 50 points!
You : Err..what? What is the point? And Gryffindor?
Dumble-oda : Apologize, I do , my lads. Wrong Universe. Looking for answers, you are?
You : Thank you so much! Could you please tell us where to go?
Emma : And the way to defeat the Word Games?
RddD : And seriously, what’s the password to the Wi-Fi?
Dumble-oda : All the answers, such trivial. Too bad though! Here, instead, have some more 
questions!
*Dumble-oda flies off into infinity*

Solve the following questions

1. This flower name comes from Old english’s dægeseage (day’s eye), because the flower 
opens in the morning and closes in the night. Which flower?

______________________ (1.5 bounties)

2. ________ evolved from Latin currere ‘to run’ and actually means ‘running place’. The modern 
sense of ‘a long passage in a building’ dates from the early 19th century. Fill that blank.



______________________ (1.5 bounties)

3. Make a palindromic sentence. Points awarded are proportional to the number of words. 
(Proper nouns are not allowed)
e.g.: Never odd or even

________________________________       ( bounties = (number of words)2/9)

4. During the time of the Crusades, the members of a certain secret Muslim sect engaged 
people to terrorise their Christian enemies by performing murders as a religious duty. These 
acts were carried out under the influence of hashish (a cannabis product). Hence these 
members were known as hash-shashin (meaning 'eaters of the smoke'). This word has now 
transformed into a common word. Identify that word.

___________________ (1.5 bounties)

5. It is proverbial that a certain animal would cry like a person in distress to lure men close 
enough to snatch and devour them, then weep over the fate of their victim. References to this 
proverbial belief are found in ancient Greek and Latin literature and even works of 
Shakespeare. Today this fable is an allusion seen in a very common phrase which denotes a 
non-genuine need for sympathy. What is the phrase?

__________________________________ (1.5 bounties)

6. Dumbledore, the famous character in JK Rowling’s ‘Harry Potter’ is actually a name that is an 
archaic word for a particular insect, whose modern name, although not at all convincingly, is 
actually an onomatopoeia on that sound it makes. Which insect?

________________________ (3 bounties)

7. Mrs. X was a humorous character in Richard Sheridan’s play “The Rivals”, who would 
mistakenly replace words with similar sounding words. For example, in a dialogue, she once 
said, “...she might reprehend the true meaning of what she is saying". Her name is now 
immortalized as the root of the word which denotes these types of mistakes. Either identify 
her name of the word.

_________________________ (3 bounties)

7. Write all the letter in the top row of the standard typewriter keyboard, in the correct order. 
What is the largest word than you can form out of the letters of the top row (repetitions 
allowed, marks proportional to length)?

______________(2 bounties) ______________(bounties=(no. of letters)2/9)

9. What is the longest single-syllabled word you can create?

____________________       (bounties=(no. of letters)2/9)

10.Given that the following is a single sentence, add appropriate punctuations and capitalize 
appropriate letters so that the sentence makes complete grammatical and syntactical sense. 
(If it offers any help to know, the following example is due to Martin Gardner)

“wouldnt the sentence i want to put a hyphen between the words fish and and and and and 
chips in my fish-and-chips sign have been clearer if quotation marks had been placed before 
fish and between fish and and and and and and and and and and and and and and and and 
and and and and and chips as well as after chips"

(7 bounties)



WORDS DIFFERING BY ONE LETTER (2 Bounties per question)

Meanwhile, in Hall of Residence 13, Parth Vaidehr has finally made his poor yet very handsome 
labourers complete the Word Games and is now forcing them to finish the Narration! He even left 
some green brackets in random places demanding explanations on the blueprints. “Stupid Parth 
Vaidehr!” the funky labourers exclaim, “All they had to do was read the title!”
As your journey is nearing its expectancy, and somehow by some unexplained miracle you’re out of 
the labyrinth and inside the Word Games, You encounter some problems (excluding the headache 
called RddD) which are as follows:

e.g.: The students in mechanical engineering are fine with using a square file.

1. Messi twirled the football all _______ the _______.
2. The country did not have enough ________ to finance a battle to take _______.
3. Despite having _______really thick walls for his castle, the king still had to sleep in a _______

to save himself from the cold.
4. The lawyer _______ his coat while getting ready to go to _________.
5. He cannot _______ of a _______ without a cup of coffee.
6. The fight that was _______ by hatred was finally _______ by the power of love.
7. There is a _______ that will be given to whoever proves the conjecture about twin _______ 

numbers.
8. The entire _______ had begun when the hobbit let a strange _______ through his door.
9. Does revenge _______ make foes _______?
10. It does not _______ a warrior of such a high rank to _______ so easily.
11. The _______ , instead of doing his job in the restaurant, decided to quit working to work on 

his _______ .
12. CJ should have _______ for the police to leave, for now he lay _______ on the street, left 

shot by the police.
13. Seeing the monster in his city, the _______ contacted the _______ of the army.
14. It is funny to see a dog _______ at something as implacable as the _______ in the garden
15. The needy thief ignored all the expensive items and _______ merely a _______ from the 

house.

HONEY YOU ENCRYPTED THE KIDS!                 (20 Bounty each)

You have finally arrived! But a little too late, for not only have the Word Games been activated but also
a chicken has randomly appeared over your head, thus blocking the rest of the plot for you to read. 
Yell the following phrases in the chicken’s language to move forward to the last phase of the quest.

Solve the following substitution ciphers and figure out the encoded messages. Each cipher has a 
different key.

1. UI DSDS LI VSC SFY IMY KTOF GIY LSXY, "MOC CTOWO HO MXGTC," TO SLZOY TOW 
CI DIQO INC IV CTO KSU.



2. LD IAIA ND NCKFUP NGE BYUITEP DJEO A SYANN ZAYY CD NEE ZGAC ZAN DQ CGE 
DCGEO NUPE.

3. ND OGOG MD WQJN NDWR YGY YRAUHM GT G EGR GUY JDDHM GT ZCR BAPTWRC 
TAJJ MZC JDDHM QDDY ECLDRC ZC QDCM ZDOC.

4. PO GTGT BO GSTD WQS NSIJF VOYFND’W FSW QSZ EO WO QSFF TDN RSBYB GTNS 
QSZ FJIS KOZSISZ.

NON-ALGEBRAIC EXTENSIONS                                                     (20 Bounties per question)

And the finale begins.

You find yourself in a rather ordinary looking room with a detached chicken lying in the corner. Nothing
looks out of order except Emma is nowhere to be found. You see the mainframe of the Word Games 
already activated showing a certain result - “Such Language. Very destroyed. Lulziepoo Reblz. Obi-
word-CANTobi. Doge Galaxy. Dogalaxy. Much el33t. ROFLMINGO jedyz-wizturds.”
But how could he? He’s always been a step ahead of you somehow, tracking you at each planet, 
observing your little steps and snickering as how it was all a part of his plan. Except that stone thing, 
that stone thing was honestly really random. It’s almost as if he was with you at each point of your 
quest. But what if..
“Found me, finally. Such leader. Much wow.”
You gasp as a phoenix-feather-core-lightsaber stabs right through your left atrium just slightly missing 
the semilunar valves. You try to turn around (which results in the lightsaber slicing a major arc of the 
left portion of your body but who cares about that technicality) and as you do, various thoughts invade
your mind - that shabby black dog who seemed familiar: he really was looking familiar - also pretty 
useless as a character in this story - which was the last useless character in this story anyways? - the 
last thing you saw as a random chicken was put over your head from the behind: those android black 
gloves - the intentional unintentional misdirections - Constant random murmurs of “Complete the 
Games by August, ya dummies!” - those weird ADHD fits -  causing you to turn a blind eye towards 
the black robotic torso, the mask on his face, the eerie feeling of his cape!
It was as clear as a certain metastable allotrope of carbon!
RddD :  Hairy, I am your father.
You : Ooh- Wait, Seriously What?
RddD : Sorry Sorry, so Sorry! Wrong Universe, damnit. Wait..Just let me..err..Yes! Hairy, I am indeed 
Parth Vaidehr!
You : Aah… That makes perfect sense! 

RddD : I know right? Kudos to the script-writers! 

You : Indeed! I definitely want to hang out with them now!

RddD : Yes. Anyway back to the point : I have now destroyed all the language of this Universe! And 
the Doge has taken over!  And you the last of your kind, along with Obi word Fail-obi, will perish 
knowing that your Resistance meant nothing without a current through it!
*Suddenly you hear a long Ohmmmm*



From behind the chicken, comes out a stone, and not just an ordinary stone with a Portable Disco ball
who defeated you in a dance off in a giant kidney, it’s an Emma Stone! (sorry for the dilemma)

Emma: Oh Hairy! Don’t give up! So what if the “Language” is destroyed? Look in your heart, and 
you’ll know that there’s more to it all than just some stupid words placed in a pre-decided 
conventional way of communication. Look in your heart and know there are no strings on you! 

*And you have a profound epiphany*
You: I see the truth Emma Stone! Language, dear RddD, is indeed just a gear in the more 
complicated synchronised induction motor called...The Transcendental Algebra!

RddD : The transcendental Al Zebra?
A Transcendental Al Zebra : You called?
RddD : NOOOOOOO!!!!!

And as Parth Vaidehr lets out the girliest of the screams you’ve ever heard, the core of the world 
opens up to you, and with it, the deepest puzzle of the Multiverse.

All the very best, young one! May you tap your innermost potential !

Solve the questions below. 

Ending note:
Do you think you were successful in your quests? Do you think the Galaxy was 
saved? Did you enjoy living the  story? Would you sometime like to hang out with
the Word Games Labourers (Assurance: They’re pretty awesome!)?
You may write some remarks here. They’ll reach the light!


